
Celebrating Success in Regenerative Agriculture: 
SRT Farmers and Agri Officer Honored with Awards

1. Mr Sudhir Kavilkar, Raigad: Awarded for exceptional yield and soil health improvement, this farmer has
become a role model in the Konkan region, demonstrating the economic and environmental benefits of SRT.

2. Mr. Atul Mohite, Ch Sambhaji Nagar: Recognized for water conservation and resilience in drought-prone
areas, this farmer's work in Marathwada stands as a testament to the adaptability of SRT in challenging
climates.

3. Mr. Meghanath Mashakhetri, Chandrapur: This farmer from the Vidarbha region has been awarded for the
outstanding implementation of SRT technology in rice and vegetable cultivation. Their success story is a shining
example of how SRT can enhance yield and sustainability in diverse crop systems.

4. Mr Kiran Yadav, Pune: Honored for innovation in integrated farming systems, this individual's application of
SRT in Western Maharashtra showcases the technique's compatibility with diverse agricultural practices.

5. Mr Suresh Bedwal, Ch Sambhaji Nagar: This officer has been instrumental in facilitating the adoption of SRT
in  Ch Sambhaji Nagar, Maharashtra, providing invaluable support and guidance to farmers transitioning to this
sustainable method.

6. Mr. Avinash Patil, Raigad: Awarded for the outstanding implementation of SRT technology in rice. 
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Spotlight on Success: 

We are proud to announce that five dedicated SRT farmers from diverse regions, along
with an agricultural officer from the Maharashtra Agriculture Department, have been
recognized for their outstanding contributions to agriculture. These individuals have been
honored with prestigious awards at both the taluka and state levels, showcasing the
impact and effectiveness of the SRT method.
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Awarded by Hon CM of MH for
Innovative farmer

Agrovan Yuva Puraskar
by Agrovan Newspaper

 Grow 2024 Puraskar by agri dept of
MH.

Awarded by School for innovative work in
farming

Best Extension officer award by
agri dept, ATMA & Agrovan

Newspaper

Innovative farmer award by State
Agri Dept 
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